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The Trinity as the Dance of God 
 
 
In the lectionary or church calendar, today as the Sunday after Pentecost is 
marked off as Trinity Sunday, which is a day to celebrate the mystery of what 
church theologians for centuries have talked about as God’s Trinitarian nature. 
The Trinity—it’s one of these tricky theological concepts that can easily lead 
more towards a lecture than a sermon, and so my hope this morning is 1) not to 
bore you too much, and 2) to offer at least one fresh and interesting take on the 
idea of God as a trinity of persons, or God as a trinity of experiences—God as 
Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer, for example, or God as faith, hope, and love, 
as the Apostle Paul puts it, or God as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, as is the most 
traditional naming of the trinity. Although the Holy Spirit is often imagined here as 
the feminine dimension of the trinity, this formula still leaves two male names vs. 
one female name for God, and so for many these days this formula remains 
problematic in terms of being too male-gender-specific, which is why I like how 
the baptism liturgy that’s been handed down to us balances the formula with 
another feminine term as we just heard now as we baptized Gannon “In the 
name of the Father, in the name of the Son, and in the name of the Holy Spirit, 
one God and Mother of us all.”  
 
The text that we’re given on Trinity Sunday comes to us from the very end of 
Matthew’s Gospel. After appearing very, very briefly to the two Mary’s as they ran 
to tell the disciples about the empty tomb, Jesus instructs his followers to meet 
him atop a mountain in Gallilee. As elsewhere in Matthew’s Gospel, the mountain 
isn’t named, and yet it’s important in that mountains throughout usually act as 
sites of revelation, as places to encounter God. And Gallillee as the setting is 
also significant here, because in a sense it’s where it all began. “In my beginning 
is my end,” as the poet T.S. Eliot put it, and that’s true here for Jesus and his 
friends as well.  
 
And so the risen Jesus meets them on the mountaintop, and offers them the 
following charge, the following call to action, words of advice which sound a bit 
like the commencement address at a graduation, a speech which we now call 
“The Great Commission.” I want to invite you listen to Jesus’ commencement 
speech, to his great commission, and to listen for what word God might have in it 
today for you: 
 
Meanwhile, the eleven disciples were on their way to Galilee, headed for the 
mountain Jesus had set for their reunion. The moment they saw him they 



worshiped him. Some, though, held back, not sure about worship, about risking 
themselves totally. 
 
Jesus, undeterred, went right ahead and gave his charge: “God authorized and 
commanded me to commission you: Go out and train everyone you meet, far and 
near, in this way of life, marking them by baptism in the threefold name: Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit. Then instruct them in the practice of all I have commanded 
you. I’ll be with you as you do this, day after day after day, right up to the end of 
the age.” 

 
*** 

 
One of the most striking things about this passage, and one of the reasons that 
we read it on Trinity Sunday, is that this is the only passage in all of scripture that 
uses that classical Trinitarian formula for describing God—Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit. It would take a few hundred years after Jesus and after the canon of the 
Bible was closed before theologians would develop the Trinity as one of the most 
powerful and distinctive ways of understanding God. Perhaps part of the power of 
the trinity lies in its ability to both defy and intrigue rational thought—the idea of 
God being one, and yet also being three, or being “three in one,” or “one in 
three.” Essentially, I think, the Trinity speaks to our understanding of God as first 
essentially one—as a singular creator of a singular universe—and yet it also 
speaks to our sense of the divinely ordained diversity of life —that no two people 
are the same, that no two creatures are the same, that no two stars are the 
same, that no two moments are the same.  
 
I would say then, following the appreciation for diversity that the trinity points to, 
that the trinity also is simply one among many ways, one among many 
metaphors, for trying to picture and imagine and relate to the reality of God. As a 
way of working towards the Trinity then this morning, I thought it might be helpful 
if I tried to lay out a menu of sorts of divine metaphors, a menu for ways we might 
imagine and understand what life with God is like. 
 
I heard a pastor once describe the process of preparing worship each Sunday as 
similar to the process of a chef preparing a feast for a special party, or maybe 
like a chef preparing a special menu, like at the restaurants where the menu 
changes each week or sometimes each day depending on which ingredients 
seem fresh and local and right for the occasion.  
 
And so I feel a bit like an eager waiter coming to your table this morning, trying 
my best to describe today’s menu, and in good Trinitarian fashion, today’s menu 
has three specials.  
 



So first—one of the oldest metaphors that I think we have is the metaphor of life 
with God as a journey. Life with God as a journey. This metaphor is a pretty 
natural one, as it’s not hard to think about life in general as a journey, and about 
God as our constant guide and companion throughout the course of it. Journey 
also is one of the earliest and most powerful metaphors that we find in the Bible, 
particularly with Abraham and Moses, whose stories, like Homer’s Odyssey or 
like the tale of Gilgamesh, are among the most ancient and most epic journey 
narratives that we have.  
 
“Somos pueblo que camina,” We are people on a journey, as the famous 
Nicaraguan liberation hymn puts it, which also happens to describe the history of 
this particular church in Weybridge, as we are the legacy first of those Dutch and 
English Puritans and Pilgrims who set out on a great journey for the New World 
in search of religious and civic liberty.  
 
Indeed, many of our other great hymns speak to this metaphor as well, “Guide 
me O my great Redeemer, pilgrim through this barren land.” The journey 
metaphor speaks to us this sense that we’re not there yet, that we haven’t quite 
arrived, but that we’re on our way; it speaks to us about how life with God is 
never a done deal, about how, as I’ve heard it put, God loves you just the way 
you are, but that God loves you too much to leave you that way; this idea that we 
are like unfinished clay in the potters hands; this idea that tomorrow we’ll 
encounter new and different challenges from today; but this promise also that 
God will be with us, no matter where the journey leads us, no matter what 
tomorrow brings.  
 
Our next metaphor on the menu this morning is the metaphor of life with God as 
a game. Life with God as a game. And I have a pretty specific game in mind 
here—not Scrabble, not Solitaire, not basketball, or golf, or baseball, but I’m 
thinking about the relatively simple children’s game “hide and go seek.” Maybe 
this metaphor speaks to you this morning if it feels like you and God just haven’t 
been connecting recently. I think a common experience in the life of faith is this 
experience of being a seeker—of seeking truth, seeking justice, seeking to 
understand, seeking, in the end, God who often appears to be like the kid who 
knows all the best hiding places.  
 
“Deus absconditus,” is the Latin phrase that Martin Luther used to describe this 
experience, this experience of God as the one who hides, or the hidden God, or 
the hiddenness of God.   
 
But this metaphor also has an interesting flip side to it. What if, rather than us 
seeking a hidden God, what if it is God rather, who within the quiet promptings of 
each moment is seeking connection and relationship with us, and that rather than 
God hiding, it is perhaps us who have become quite good at finding those secret 



hiding places. The Biblical model of hiding from God, of course, is the prophet 
Jonah, who hears God calling him in one direction, and instead flees in the other 
direction, even setting sail directly away from God, a decision which leads him 
eventually to be swallowed up by a big fish or a whale, which is I think a comical 
depiction of the lengths that we sometimes go to hide from God—even running 
away, all the way into the belly of a whale.   
 
Jesus also it seems also knew something of this metaphor of life with God as a 
game like hide and seek, when he gave us the following advice—“So I say to 
you, Ask, and it will be given you; search, and you will find; knock, and the door 
will be opened for you. For everyone who asks receives, and everyone who 
searches finds, and for everyone who knocks, the door will be opened.” 
 
Finally, the third and last metaphor we have today on the menu is the metaphor 
of life with God as a dance. Life with God as a dance. You might not guess it at 
first, but this metaphor is deeply rooted within the Trinitarian understanding of 
God. The original Greek word that the early church theologians used for the 
Trinity was the word perichoresis—the etymology of that is, the first part, peri, 
means around or going around, as in the word perimeter, and the second part, 
choresis, means to dance or to make room for, or to rotate, as in our word 
choreography, and so the early understanding of the Trinity had something to do 
with understanding it as a divine dance, and the picture was of the three persons 
of the trinity, God as Father, God as Son, and God as Holy Spirit all involved in a 
type dance together, all revolving and moving around one another, each making 
room for the other and changing places almost like musical chairs, each rotating 
and twirling around in a circle, each sharing in a common energy and a common 
rhythm.  
 
It’s really quite a beautiful metaphor for what life with God is like—that at it’s best, 
life with God can be like a dance—that us and God, we can respond and become 
attuned to the rhythms of one another, that we can make room for one another, 
that we can coordinate our movements together, and that we can share in the 
same energy, in the same rhythm, in the same dance.  
 
Pastor and writer Timothy Keller has written extensively about this metaphor of 
the Trinity as a dance with God, and I think he describes this dynamic well when 
he writes,  
 
“When we delight and serve someone else, we enter into a dynamic orbit around 
him or her, we center on the interests and desires of the other. That creates a 
dance, particularly if there are three persons, each of whom moves around the 
other two. So it is, the Bible tells us. Each of the divine persons centers upon the 
others. Each voluntarily circles the other two, pouring love, delight, and adoration 
into them. That creates a dynamic, pulsating dance of joy and love.” 



 
A dynamic, pulsating dance of joy and love. 
 
Sometimes I look out at the world, and I try to think about that which is beyond 
what can be seen; I try to think about the galaxies in their spiral shapes spiraling 
and spinning at the edges of the universe; I return to what can be seen, to what’s 
a bit closer to home, and I think about the night sky as it rotates and glides 
across the visible horizon, or the moon how it waxes and wanes, or the clouds 
and the sun and the unique rhythm that they set for the day; or I look even closer 
and I see the way the wind dances in the grass and in the leaves, and how the 
trees bend and sway; or I think about the rhythms of our own comings and 
goings, the way we gather and then scatter, the way we, at our best, are making 
room for one another, how we’re seeking first the welfare of the other, and how 
we’re relating with a type of gracious give and take, one foot forward, one foot 
back; and I think, maybe the Trinity is on to something, maybe another way to 
think about God is as the great choreographer; maybe creation is an endless, 
ongoing divine dance; maybe our call is simply to step out onto the dance floor, 
and to start moving to the beat. Amen.  
 


